
Maritime light chain made from embossed lamp foil
Instructions No. 619

For this maritime fairy lights, the shells are Lamp foil cut out and designed with plastic contours. Natural bast and real shells complement the summery look.

Download the template to reproduce it.

And this is how it works:
The outlines of the shells are Lamp foil transferred to the paper side of the from template and cut out. Peel off the protective paper, Straw silk paper stick the
motifs onto the paper and cut them out again exactly. Place the template with the printed side facing up on the special mat and the cut-out motif with the
Straw silk paper side facing down on it. Use the small ball of the pressing tool to follow the inner contours of the shells until they are clearly visible on the
front. Wipe Ink Pads over the edges of the motifs and the embossed lines to emphasize them. Use a scalpel to make a cross-shaped incision in the webs
between the two shells so that the lights of the fairy lights fit through. Bend the motifs at the bar and fix them at the edges with some hot glue. Put the lamps
through the cuts in the bars and then wrap Raffia the fairy lights around them. Leave it a Raffia little longer in some places and knot it.

Article number Article name Qty
686877 VBS Lamp foil, self-adhesive "0.3 mm", 60 x 33 cm 3
706605-01 Straw silk VBS, 50x70cm, 3 sheetsWhite 1
130479 VBS Special mat 1
688314-01 VBS LED chain of light with switch, circular circuit, 10 LEDsTransparent Cable 1
542708-05 Staz-On Stamp padNougat 1
650984 Natural bast, natural colour 1
619318 Shells nature 1
132770 Professional - Scissors "Finny Alpha" 1
132824 Hobby scalpel 1
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